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Genuine accessories for the R-Class
Models from February 2006
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Genuine Mercedes-Benz accessories
for your R-Class
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Sports car, luxury cruise liner, space craft.
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The Mercedes-Benz R-Class is a car that meets a whole range
of different needs profiles. Whichever aspect of its personality
attracts you, you will discover a car which sets totally new
standards in a whole variety of ways.
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Pages 4–9
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Light-alloy wheels
Bodystyling accessories

And with genuine Mercedes-Benz accessories, this car’s extensive
possibilities are virtually infinite.
Large ıncenıo designer wheels such as the 19" “Situla”
ıncenıo designer wheel, pictured left, add a very personal
touch to your R-Class.
Large Mercedes-Benz roof boxes allow you to reserve
the interior of your Mercedes-Benz exclusively for your passengers.
And small items such as the telephone holders, with their
ingenious “one-click” technology, open up further new dimensions.
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AMG light-alloy wheels
AMG bodystyling
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Think big. Start browsing now.
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Mercedes-Benz designer wheels
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[1]

[2]

[3]

The Mercedes-Benz R-Class makes a powerful impression wherever it goes.
But the ıncenıo designer wheels shown here make every appearance even more
stylish. Showpieces such as the “Alanz” 5-twin-spoke wheel combine technical
brilliance with thrilling design.
And there are plenty of other sparkling ideas to discover.

1 With 18" light-alloy wheels and above, use wheel bolt
B6 647 0135 and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0145.

Hub caps
Protect the hub from dirt. Available in the following versions:
[1] Classic Roadster design in blue
[2] Sterling silver with chrome star
[3] High-sheen chrome with chrome star
[4] Titanium silver with chrome star | not illustrated |

Aludra | 6-spoke wheel1

Alanz | 5-twin-spoke wheel1

Chromed door handle recesses

Chrome-look indicators

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: titanium silver, burnished

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
| also pictured on pages 4/5 |

Round off your R-Class’s chrome finish and
protect the paintwork from scratches.
Available as a 4-piece set

Mirrored indicator bulbs, rounding off the
chrome finish of your R-Class to perfection
| standard equipment pictured opposite |

Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 67 | Tyre: 255/55 R18

Wheel: 8.5 J x 20 ET 61 | Tyre: 265/45 R20 MO

High-sheen chromed fog lamp
surrounds
The fog lamp surrounds are
available as a 2-piece set

High-sheen chromed centre vane trim

Situla | 5-spoke wheel1

Central highlight for the front profile of your R-Class. Particularly
effective when combined with the chrome strips in the radiator and the
chrome fog lamp surrounds in the front bumper, shown here

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 67 | Tyre: 255/50 R19

base

Mercedes-Benz light-alloy wheels

Rudmatic Classic snow chain system

Rim locks
wheel bolts
valve caps

Standard and optional

5-spoke wheel1

10-spoke wheel1

7-spoke wheel 2

Finish: chromed3

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 67
Tyre: 255/50 R19

Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 67
Tyre: 255/55 R18

Wheel: 7.5 J x 17 ET 56
Tyre: 235/65 R17
| only suitable in conj. with 6-cylinder engine |

Spring steel tensioner means chain can be fitted conveniently
and quickly on rear-wheel-drive models too

1 On 18" light-alloy wheels and above, use wheel bolt
B6 647 0135 and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0145.
2 On 17" light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt A 211 401 0370
and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0144.
3 This version will be available soon. Please contact your
Mercedes-Benz dealer for details.
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Mud flaps
Protect the underbody and the sides of the car from loose
chippings and dirt. For front and rear axles. Can be painted
in body colour by dealer

[B]

[A]
5-spoke wheel1

5-twin-spoke wheel1

Bodystyling package

[A] Front apron spoiler lips

[B] Roof spoiler

Tail light

Finish: titanium silver | chrome finish also available: see above right |

Finish: titanium silver
Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 67
Tyre: 255/55 R18

Can only be fitted in conjunction
with the roof spoiler

Available separately

Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 67 | Tyre: 255/50 R19

Give your Sports Tourer an even more
dynamic look with the R-Class bodystyling set, consisting of front apron
spoiler lips [A] and roof spoiler [B]

Sporty design, with dark red/grey-tinted cover
(standard on models with sports package, Code 952)
| standard equipment pictured right |

With mixed-size tyres: 3
Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 64 | Tyre: 255/50 R19

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 19 ET 64 | Tyre: 285/45 R19

base
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Wood/leather multifunction steering wheel [p 13] | 2 COMAND APS [p 16] | 3 iPod® Interface Kit [p 18]
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Did you know that it takes 15 intensive processing stages
just to produce the wood sections of a Mercedes-Benz
wood/leather steering wheel?
The first stage involves careful selection of particularly
attractive woods by experienced specialists. The final stage
sees the completed wooden curves being trimmed with
leather and combined with the high-tech components to
produce a masterly one-off item. Between the two lie
precision craftsmanship, patience and passion.
And you can feel it.

Wood/leather multifunction
steering wheel
Wood: burr walnut | Leather: alpaca grey
The wood/leather steering wheels are
available in various colours to match the
interior

Illuminated door sill panel

Door sill panel, not illuminated

Back cushion

Rubber mats, rep mats, velour mats

High-quality, single-piece door sill panel made from brushed stainless steel.
The blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz lettering is activated every time you
open the door to get in or out. Available as set of 2 for front doors or as set of
4 for all doors

High-quality, single-piece door sill panel made from
brushed stainless steel. Panel features chrome-backed
Mercedes-Benz lettering, set in robust glass. Available
as set of 2 for front doors or as set of 4 for all doors

Ergonomic, individually adjustable cushion, designed to
support the back on long journeys. Available in anthracite

Durable, hardwearing materials. Available in various colours to match the
interior. Can be clip-fastened to the floor of the vehicle to prevent slipping
| rubber floor mat also pictured opposite |

inside
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Spectacles box

Mercedes-Benz child seats are available with automatic
child seat recognition as an option. If your car also has automatic child seat recognition, the technology automatically
deactivates the front passenger airbag when a child seat
with automatic child seat recognition is installed on the
front passenger seat. All child seats are also suitable for use
in vehicles without ISOFIX attachment points. For further
information on the Mercedes-Benz child safety range, ask
your Mercedes-Benz dealer for a copy of our separate
brochure

Universal – adjusts to different sizes of
spectacles

Cleanbag
“KID” child seat

The ideal way to keep the interior clean
when you’re on the move: the “Cleanbag”
is simply attached to the net in the front
passenger footwell or to the ruffled pockets
on the back of the front seats

Booster seat with height-adjustable backrest. The belt
guides at the sides prevent the lap belt from sliding over
the child’s abdomen. Available with automatic child seat
recognition as an option. For children between the ages
of around 3.5 and 12 (approx. 15 to 36 kg). Removable,
washable “DaimlerSquare” cover

“BABY-SAFE plus” child seat

Vario bag

Coat hanger

Deep, moulded seat design offers extra side-impact
protection for optimum safety. Special padding, designed
to protect particularly vulnerable body areas of small
children up to around 15 months (13 kg). Removable,
washable “DaimlerSquare” cover

Plenty of extra stowage space for the really
important things in life. Available in three designs:
[1] “DaimlerSquare” fabric (pictured above),
[ 2 ] “Angel & Driver” fabric (not illustrated),
[3] Alcantara, java (not illustrated)

Robust coat hanger made of chromed metal
and plastic. Easy to fit to the front head
restraints. The ideal way to transport items
of clothing without creasing them

“DUO plus” child seat
Optimum safety for children between the ages of around 8 months and 4 years (9 to 18 kg).
Fitted as standard with TopTether, an additional belt for securing the head section, a heightadjustable shoulder belt and ventilation channels. With automatic child seat recognition
and ISOFIX attachment points. Removable, washable “DaimlerSquare” cover

inside

For further information about using the phone
while in your car, see our Telematics brochure.
Ask your Mercedes-Benz dealer for a copy
16/17

Audio 50 APS

Mobile-phone holders

Navigation system and car hi-fi combined in one unit. Dynamic route guidance using
free traffic information via RDS / TMC. Navigation arrows shown on 4.9" TFT colour
display. Audio part equipped with double-tuner receiver for FM, MW, LW and SW,
4-channel amplifier, CD slot for audio CDs or navigation CD plus CD changer controls.
Can be operated via the multifunction steering wheel

When it comes to selecting a mobile for your Mercedes-Benz, you’ve never had so much
choice. One “click” is all it takes to replace the system’s intelligent mobile-phone holder.
It takes a matter of seconds and is as straightforward a process as inserting the mobile
into the holder itself. Changing your mobile and even alternating between different
models of mobile no longer presents a problem. There are no compromises when it comes
to convenience-enhancing technology either: the telephone can be operated via the
multifunction steering wheel and the telephone status and call information are displayed
in the central multifunction display – as you would expect. To use a mobile-phone holder,
your car must be factory-fitted with one of the two following optional extras:

Note: the data for the
Mercedes-Benz
navigation systems
is constantly updated.
Please ask your
Mercedes-Benz dealer
for the latest updates

COMAND APS
Top-class car hi-fi combined with intelligent navigation technology. Can be operated using multifunction
steering wheel. 6.5" TFT colour display, double tuner for FM, MW, LW and SW, 4-channel amplifier
(4 x 50W) for outstanding sound quality, CD changer controls. The integral drive reads both audio
CDs and navigation DVDs (for map-based navigation throughout Europe). Dynamic route guidance
possible, taking into account traffic information supplied by radio

Europe navigation DVD
for COMAND APS

Europe navigation CD
for Audio 50 APS

The whole of Europe on
one DVD

Six CD-ROMs for navigation
throughout Europe

Code 386 Pre-installation for mobile phone with universal interface
Code 388 Mercedes-Benz mobile phone with universal interface
Holders are available for many popular Nokia, Sony Ericsson and Siemens mobile phones.
The range of mobile-phone holders is constantly being extended. Please contact your
Mercedes-Benz dealer for details

Siemens
S65
SP65
SK65
CX65
CXT65
CX65V
CX70
CXT70
CX70V
CX75
M75

Nokia
6100
6210
6220
6230
6230i
6310
6310i
6610
6610i
7250i
9300

Sony Ericsson
T610
T630
K700i
K750i

inside
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Mercedes-Benz iPod® Interface Kit*
It’s never been easier to take your favourite music with you when you’re on
the move. The Mercedes-Benz Interface Kit provides an elegant and functional
way to integrate your iPod into your R-Class’s audio system.
The iPod is connected to the system inside the glove compartment, where it is
hidden from prying eyes. While you’re on the move, you can scroll through the
playlists, select songs and control the playback volume using the buttons on the
multifunction steering wheel. Your iPod’s battery is also recharged.
The current status of your iPod appears in the central instrument cluster display,
helping you to keep your attention focused on the traffic.
It’s easy to control your iPod via the multifunction steering wheel:
Select the iPod menu and scroll through the options
Adjust the volume, playback
Display current artist/title

iPod

iPod mini

iPod holder
Black plastic holder for the glove compartment. Holds your
iPod in place. Suitable for iPod and iPod mini. Soft, flock
surface protects the MP3 player from scratches and prevents
it sliding around

* From 3rd generation iPod, iPod mini, iPod nano, iPod photo and iPod U2.

CD changer

Rear-seat entertainment system

Compact and convenient changer
for up to 6 CDs. Plays conventional
audio CDs and CDs of audio files
in MP3 format

Innovative rear-seat entertainment system, consisting of a DVD player,
a high-resolution 7" LCD colour display and two sets of headphones.
The system is easy to operate by remote control. The rear-seat entertainment
system is available in black, alpaca grey and cashmere beige

inside
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Mercedes-Benz roof box XL [p 26] | 2

New Alustyle basic carrier bars [p 24]

top

Extension kit for rear-mounted bicycle rack
Allows you to add a third cycle
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You may have chosen the Mercedes-Benz R-Class because you were
looking for a versatile vehicle which met a whole range of different
needs. If that’s the case, you’ve not only opted for a car that convinces
in every respect but you’ll find this section of our brochure of particular
interest. It shows a wide range of genuine Mercedes-Benz accessories,
designed to extend your options in a very individual way.

The laden bicycle rack can be pivoted downwards, allowing the load
compartment to be opened

When rack is unladen, simply fold down the vertical
bar to gain access to the load compartment

For further details, please see our
“Mercedes-Benz Bikes” brochure

New Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack for trailer coupling

Trailer coupling

Adapter

Mountain Bike

The rear-mounted bicycle rack is easy to attach to the trailer coupling. A simple fold-down
mechanism (above right) means that the load compartment can still be opened.

Detachable. Max. drawbar load:
85 kg

For trailer with
7-pin plug

High-end Mountain Bike, offering supreme roadholding and
optimum climbing ability. Shimano Deore LX Dual Control
gears and hydraulic disc brake, oil/gas pressure rear damper.
Mercedes-Benz carrier available as an option

Fitness Bike, Sport | above left |
Fitness Bike, Comfort | above right |

Basic version for two cycles. Lockable. Pictures show optional extension for a third cycle

These sporty and elegant Fitness Bikes, with their exclusive Mercedes-Benz design,
are suitable for everyday all-round use and for touring. Extremely robust, trekkingdesign aluminium frame, RST suspension fork, Shimano Deore gears and disc brake

top
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New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack
“Standard”

For up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards. Lockable.
Practical pull-out function makes loading and unloading easier

For up to four pairs of skis or two snowboards.
Lockable

[A]

New Alustyle bicycle rack

New Alustyle basic carrier bars

Transport and stowage bag

Coolbag

Coolbox

Rectifier

Up to three bicycle racks can be fitted per pair of basic carrier bars. Each bicycle rack can hold one
bicycle with a max. frame diameter of 98 mm (tubular frames) or 110 x 70 mm (oval frames). The support
frame folds down when not in use, reducing drag when travelling without cycles. The cycles can either be
attached to the rack once it has been fitted to the roof or before it is fitted. Optional coil lock [A] available
to secure against theft

The New Alustyle system opens up a wealth of flexible options when it comes
to transporting sports equipment and luggage. Simply combine the New Alustyle
basic carrier bars with a variety of different roof-mounted carriers. The basic
carrier bars are precisely tailored to the body of your R-Class, ensuring the highest
degree of safety and optimum aerodynamics

Robust bag, made from a high-quality
nylon fabric, protects the basic carrier
bars and makes it easier to transport
them and stow them away

black | Capacity: 14 litres.
With 12 V connection for the
cigarette lighter

blue/white | Robust hard case.
Capacity: 16.5 litres.
With 12 V connection for the
cigarette lighter

Allows the Mercedes-Benz
coolbox and the coolbag
to be connected to 220 V socket
at home

top

[A]

[B]
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Mercedes-Benz roof boxes
Elegant, aerodynamic design, made for your Mercedes-Benz.
High-quality, extremely durable material. Available in two colours:
titanium metallic [A] and matt silver [B]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[1] Mercedes-Benz roof box XL
| family box | Capacity: approx. 450 litres. Available with opening
on right or left. Optionally available as part of the accessories range:
luggage set and ski rack insert | pictured below |
[2] Mercedes-Benz roof box L
| sports box | Capacity: approx. 330 litres. Available with opening
on right or left. Optionally available as part of the accessories range:
luggage set and ski rack insert | pictured below |
[3] Mercedes-Benz roof box M
| weekend box | Capacity: approx. 400 litres. Available with opening
on right or left

Ski rack insert

Luggage set | for Mercedes-Benz roof box L |

Luggage set | for Mercedes-Benz roof box XL |

Ski bag for the interior

A secure hold for up to five pairs of skis
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box XL, above |
A secure hold for up to three pairs of
skis | for Mercedes-Benz roof box L, not
illustrated |

Four bags made from hardwearing, waterrepellent polyester. Tailored to the dimensions
of the roof box L

Four bags, designed to make perfect use of the space
available in the roof box XL. Made from hardwearing,
water-repellent polyester. Plus two matching ski bags,
each designed to hold max. two pairs of skis. Ski bags
also available separately

For up to two pairs of skis.
With carrying straps and
elasticated straps for attaching
to load-securing rings
in the load compartment

top
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The range of genuine accessories features plenty
of other useful aids, including jump leads and fire
extinguisher mounting. See your Mercedes-Benz
dealer for details

Charger with trickle charge function

Box of replacement bulbs

Fluorescent jacket

With its cutting-edge technology, the
Mercedes-Benz charger ensures the
longest possible life for the battery

Practical and ready at hand when
needed: all the right bulbs for your
R-Class. Supplied in protective
packaging

Already compulsory in many
countries, the bright orange and
yellow fluorescent jackets with
reflective stripes are conspicuous
even in the dark. Pack of two

Luggage-securing feature

Luggage compartment cover

Non-slip mat

Safety tow rod

Load sill protection

Luggage nets

Ingenious solution to the problem of luggage which
slides around in the boot. Attaches securely around
the object in question thanks to Velcro fastening

Protects objects in the load compartment from prying eyes

black | Non-slip, precision-fit mat made from
oil and acid-resistant polyester

2-piece steel rod with patented connector and cotter
pin. For trailer couplings and towing eyes. Approved for
vehicles with a gross vehicle weight of up to 3.2 t

With PU coating to prevent the
bumper from being scratched

Available for the floor or side of the load compartment
and the rear bench seat /load sill. Prevent lightweight
objects from sliding around during your journey

Shallow boot tub
Non-slip, suitable for transporting foodstuffs, precision fit.
Available in various interior colours

top
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Key rings [p 33]
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Women’s square-faced watch
The R-Class is an extraordinary car. Distinctive.
Powerful. Innovative.

Water-resistant to 5 ATM. Date feature.
Orange-coloured dial. Case made from
matt brushed stainless steel with screw
back. Hardened, bevelled mineral crystal.
Orange-coloured leather strap with
contrasting stitching. Stainless steel buckle.
Mercedes-Benz engraved on back

And these are all characteristics reflected by the
Mercedes-Benz Collection.
Welcome to the extraordinary world of Mercedes-Benz.

“3 rings” key ring

“R” key ring

Polished metal key ring with integral
black leather strip. Laser-etched
with Mercedes-Benz logo. Holds up to
3 keys

High-sheen polished, three-piece
key ring. Fob in form of “R” from
R-Class tailgate. Laser-etched with
star logo

Men’s square-faced watch
Water-resistant to 5 ATM. Date features.
Copper-coloured dial. Case made from matt
brushed stainless steel with screw back.
Hardened, bevelled mineral crystal. Brown leather
strap with contrasting stitching. Stainless
steel buckle. Mercedes-Benz engraved on back

R-Class luggage set

Large umbrella

R-Class paperweight

Model R-Class | V 251

Chrome ballpoint

Chrome rollerball

The set consists of two multifunctional bags, specially developed for the R-Class load compartment.
The roomy holdall is partitioned inside, with two large compartments for clothes and four practical
inside pockets. The innovative trifold bag offers plenty of stowage space for all sorts of items. Both
bags are made from hardwearing black nylon with leather trim and have a grey lining. Size of holdall
approx. 66 x 33 x 33 cm, trifold bag approx. 43 x 33 x 33 cm

Black umbrella which opens and closes automatically. Leather handle.
Woven polyester fabric with subtle pattern. Water and dirt-repellent
TEFLON coating®. TÜV-certified frame with quality windproof design.
Length (closed): approx. 34 cm. Diameter (open): approx. 124 cm

Exceptional, eye-catching design – perfect
for any R-Class fan. This crystal cube
features a 3D laser-etched depiction of
the R-Class with Mercedes-Benz logo.
Size: approx. 7 x 5 x 5 cm

Available in three sizes. Scale
1:18/1:43 manufactured by:
Minichamps. Scale 1:87
manufactured by: Busch

Elegant, slimline design.
With grooved surface

Elegant, slimline design.
With grooved surface

collection
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19" AMG 5-spoke wheel, Style III [p 36] | 2

AMG front apron [p 37]

amg
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Further information on AMG
accessories can be found in
the current AMG accessories
brochure

20" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style VI

19" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style III

AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: burnished

AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: sterling silver
| also pictured on pages 34/35 and 36 |

Wheel: 8.5 J x 20 ET 60 | Tyre: 265/45 R20

Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 64 | Tyre: 255/50 R19

AMG door sill panel, illuminated

AMG door sill panel, not illuminated

AMG floor mats

Brushed stainless steel

Brushed stainless steel

Embroidered with AMG
lettering

19" AMG 5-spoke wheel, Style III [p 36]

AMG bodystyling
AMG bodystyling comprises a front apron with round,
chrome-ringed fog lamps and a rear apron with chromed
scratch protection | also pictured on pages 34/35 |

amg

base
1) Finish: sterling silver
2) Finish: titanium silver,
burnished
3) Finish: titanium silver
4) Finish: chromed
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B6 647 4213
B6 647 4298
B6 647 4299

ıncenıo designer wheels:
Alanz 1 | 5-twin-spoke wheel
Aludra 2 | 6-spoke wheel
Situla 1 | 5-spoke wheel

6
6
7

B6 647 4375
B6 647 4377
B6 647 4286
B6 647 4247
B6 647 4285

Light-alloy wheels:
5-spoke wheel 3 | 19"
5-spoke wheel 4 | 19"
5-twin-spoke wheel 3 | 18"
7-spoke wheel 3 | 17"
10-spoke wheel 3 | 18"

8
8
8
9
8

B6 688 2010
B6 688 1235
B6 688 1238
B6 688 1237
B6 680 0040
B6 688 1234
B6 647 0207
B6 647 0120
B6 647 0206
B6 647 0203
B6 652 8234
B6 652 8235
B6 647 0144
B6 647 0145
B6 688 1540
B6 755 0026
B6 680 9899
B6 647 2001
A 211 401 0370
B6 647 0135

Bodystyling package
Centre vane trim, high-sheen chromed
Chromed door handle recesses, set of 2
Chromed door handle recesses, set of 4
Chrome-look indicators
High-sheen chromed fog lamp surrounds
Hub caps (chrome, high-sheen, with chrome star)
Hub caps (Roadster design in blue)
Hub caps (sterling silver with chrome star)
Hub caps (titanium silver with chrome star)
Mud flaps (front set)
Mud flaps (rear set)
Rim locks (for 17" wheels)
Rim locks (for 18" and 19" wheels)
Roof spoiler
Rudmatic Classic snow chain system (tyres: 235/65 R17)
Tail lights with dark red/grey cover
Valve caps
Wheel bolts (for 17" wheels)
Wheel bolts (for 18" and 19" wheels)

8
7
6
6
6
7
6
6
6
6
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

on request
B6 686 8212
B6 781 2370
B6 782 4019
B6 782 4020
B6 781 2376
B6 766 0046
on request
B6 689 0120
B6 689 0122
B6 686 8217
on request
on request
B6 689 0117
B6 689 0119
B6 782 4207
B6 782 4227
B6 686 8303
on request

Audio 50 APS
“BABY-SAFE plus” child seat
(with automatic child seat recognition)
Back cushion
CD changer
CD changer installation kit
Cleanbag
Coat hangers
COMAND APS
Door sill panels, not illuminated (set of 2, front)
Door sill panels, not illuminated (set of 4)
“DUO plus” child seat (with automatic child seat recognition)
Europe navigation CD
Europe navigation DVD
Illuminated door sill panels (set of 2, front)
Illuminated door sill panels (set of 4)
iPod holder
iPod Interface Kit (ECE)
“KID” child seat (with automatic child seat recognition)
Mobile-phone holders

top
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14
13
18
18
15
15
16
12
12
14
16
16
12
12
18
18
14
17

Currently available for: Nokia 6100, 6210, 6220, 6230, 6230i, 6310, 6310i,
6610, 6610i, 7250i, 9300; Siemens S65, SP65, SK65, CX65, CXT65, CX65V,
CX70, CXT70, CX70V, CX75, M75; Sony Ericsson T610, T630, K700i, K750i.
The range is constantly being extended. Please contact your Mercedes-Benz
dealer for details

B6 782 6644
B6 782 6670
B6 636 0258
B6 668 0222
B6 692 0112
B6 642 1664
B6 642 1663
B6 642 1665
B6 629 3340
B6 627 0889

Rear-seat entertainment system (black)
Rear-seat entertainment system (Region 2)
Rep floor mats (LHD, complete set, black)
Rubber floor mats (LHD, complete set, black)
Spectacles box
Vario bag (Alcantara, java)
Vario bag (Angel & Driver)
Vario bag (DaimlerSquare)
Velour floor mats (LHD, complete set, black)
Wood/leather multifunction steering wheel
(wood: burr walnut | leather: alpaca grey)

19
19
13
13
15
15
15
15
13
13

B6 685 0056
B6 681 0022
B6 754 2023
B6 685 1706
B6 681 8725
B6 681 8721
B6 685 1113
B6 787 4011
B6 787 4013
B6 664 0102
B6 766 0009
B6 766 0109
B6 766 0110
B6 766 0107
B6 664 8220
B6 687 0095
B6 687 0104
B6 687 0103
B6 687 0093
B6 687 0113
B6 787 9410
B6 781 2110
B6 685 1704
B6 685 1111
B6 685 1703
B6 685 1702
B6 768 0062
B6 681 8722
B6 758 0001
B6 668 0028
B6 766 0022
B6 687 0114
B6 687 0094
B6 687 0105
B6 685 0062
B6 781 2124

Adapter
Box of replacement bulbs (ECE)
Charger (ECE version)
Coil locks (for New Alustyle bicycle rack, 2, simultaneously locking)
Coolbag
Coolbox
Extension kit for New Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack (ECE)
Fitness Bike, Comfort (frame height 42)
Fitness Bike, Sport (frame height 48)

22
28
28
24
25
25
22
23
23
Load sill protection
29
Luggage compartment cover (black)
28
Luggage net, floor of load compartment
29
Luggage net, rear bench seat
29
Luggage net, side of load compartment
29
Luggage-securing feature
28
Luggage set (for MB roof box L)
26
Luggage set (for MB roof box XL)
26
Mercedes-Benz roof box M (titanium metallic, opens on right) 26
Mercedes-Benz roof box L (titanium metallic, opens on right) 26
Mercedes-Benz roof box XL (titanium metallic, opens on right) 26
Mountain Bike (frame height 44)
23
New Alustyle basic carrier bars
24
New Alustyle bicycle rack
24
New Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack for
22
trailer coupling (ECE)
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”
25
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard”
25
28
Non-slip mat
Rectifier
25
Safety tow rod
29
Shallow boot tub
28
Ski bag for interior
26
Ski bag (single, for MB roof box L and XL)
26
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box L)
26
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box XL)
26
Trailer coupling (detachable)
22
Transport and stowage bag for New Alustyle
25
basic carrier bars

collection
B6 695 1519
B6 606 0051
B6 606 0052
B6 606 0116
B6 606 0146
B6 696 2324
B6 696 2323
B6 696 2325
B6 696 2216
B6 696 2214
B6 696 2215
B6 696 1370
B6 696 1369
B6 696 1371
B6 695 1526
B6 695 1523
B6 695 1520
B6 606 0155

“3 rings” key ring
Chrome ballpoint
Chrome rollerball
Large umbrella
Men’s square-faced watch
Model car | 1:18 (cubanite silver metallic)
Model car | 1:18 (iridium silver metallic)
Model car | 1:18 (obsidian black metallic)
Model car | 1: 43 (cubanite silver metallic)
Model car | 1: 43 (iridium silver metallic)
Model car | 1: 43 (tanzanite blue metallic)
Model car | 1: 87 (cubanite silver metallic)
Model car | 1: 87 (iridium silver metallic)
Model car | 1: 87 (obsidian black metallic)
R-Class luggage set
R-Class paperweight
“R” key ring
Women’s square-faced watch
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32
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
32
33
33
33

amg
B6 603 1189
B6 603 0077

AMG light-alloy wheels:
19" 5-spoke wheel | Style III
20" 5-spoke wheel | Style VI

36
36

B6 603 6448
B6 603 6452

AMG front apron
AMG rear apron

37
37

B6 602 1033
B6 602 1052
B6 603 7116

AMG door sill panels, illuminated (blue, set of 4)
AMG door sill panels, not illuminated (set of 4)
AMG floor mats (LHD, complete set, pearl velour, anthracite)
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